BID NUMBER: GEM/2019/B/230592 dated 15.05.2019

CORRIGENDUM

Data Storage and Dissemination Division (incl. Computer Centre), Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation intends to procure 6 Blade servers, 1 Chassis, 1 SAN Storage, 2 SAN Switches, 1 Tape Library and 1 Backup and replication Software.

The following corrigendum may kindly be published for BID NUMBER: GEM/2019/B/230592 dated 15.05.2019:

1. **Bid to RA Enabled – No**, may be corrected as ‘YES’

2. **OEM MAF:-** *Bid specific MAF from respective OEM is mandatory.*

3. **Under Blade Server:**
   - Connectivity Ports – FC + Ethernet, may be read as ‘FC + Ethernet / FCoE’.
   - FC HBA dual Port Card – Available, may be read as ‘Available / Not Applicable (If FCoE is proposed)’.
   - FC HBA dual Port Card speed (Gbps)– 16, may be read as ‘16 / Not Applicable (If FCoE is proposed)’.

4. **Under Blade Chassis:**
   - Number of Bays available in Chassis (number) – 16, may be read as ‘Maximum 16’
   - Chassis has required number of redundant Ethernet Switches/Modules to provide at least two numbers of ports of 10 Gbps connectivity, Server to Server communication should be in 1:1 non blocking – In Compliance, may be read as ‘In Compliance / Not Applicable (If FCoE is proposed)’.
   - Chassis has Redundant fibre channel switch/ modules to provide at least 2 numbers of 16 Gb/s fibre channel connectivity to the external SAN Storage, Server to Server communication should be in 1:1 non blocking – In Compliance, may be read as ‘In Compliance / Not Applicable (If FCoE is proposed)’.
   - Chassis offered with redundant converged Switches/modules/Interconnect – No, may be read as ‘No / Yes, if FCoE is proposed (Server to Server communication should be in 1:1 non-blocking)’.
   - Aggregated SAN Bandwith ( in Gbps): 64, may be read as ‘64/(8*8 or 16*4)’

5. **Under Tape Drive**
   - Followings may be read as:-
   - Category should be : ‘Tape Library’
   - Number of Tape drive : 3
   - Number of Tape Drive Populated : 2
   - Number of Data Cartridges : 10
   - Number of Cleaning Cartridges : 2
6. **Under Storage System, Storage Capacity (TB)** – 10, may be read as ‘**10 TB Usable**’.

7. **Under Backup and Replication Software**, Number of years upto which support is available from OEM/Franchise online: 1,2,3,5; may be read as ‘**5 Years Warranty**’.

This corrigendum against bid **No.GEM/2019/B/230592 dated 15.05.2019** may be published against the Bid Number and construed to be a part and parcel of the Bunch Bidding document.
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